LINERIO
SLAT PANELS

FREEDOM
BEGINS
AT HOME

At VOX we believe that a real
freedom begins at home, and the
interior is more about your individual
needs and lifestyle rather than a
specific style. That is why we inspire,
advise and provide comprehensive
interior design solutions - matched
collections of furniture, doors, floors
and decorative walls.
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LINERIO
PANELS.
WALLS WITH
DEPTH

Each element of the interior matters.
They all affect its atmosphere and
the way we feel about it. That is why,
when we finish walls, we need to
decide what role they will play – the
quiet hero in the background or
the crowning glory of the interior.
Irrespective of your choice, the
Linerio panels will help you to achieve
your goal. They will give the interior
a unique character and help to
designate different zones.
The final effect depends on which of
the three available lines you choose
– we offer lines S, M, or L, which differ
in the width and depth of the slats
and in colours. Natural, Mocca, and
Chocolate shades will be perfect for
home interior.
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LINERIO S-LINE
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S-line panels with the narrowest slats will emphasize the height of the
room and give it a unique atmosphere. Lay them on a selected part of
the wall to visually define different zones in the interior and create
a functional, calming background for your leisure activities.
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S-LINE

Vertically, horizontally, or
diagonally? Decide for yourself
how to use the Linerio panels to
decorate your interior
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S-LINE
MOCCA

S-LINE
NATURAL
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WITH VOX YOU CAN DECORATE
THE ENTIRE INTERIOR
S-LINE MOCCA PANEL
WALL
NCS S 2002-Y50R

FRONT
CREATIVE BROWN
OAK

IVAR LARGE MIRROR

FOND CONTAINER

CREATIVE
BLACK KNOB

CREATIVE TALL CHEST OF DRAWERS

RIGIO MARSH OAK RIGID CORE FLOOR

ESPUMO ESP205
SKIRTING BOARD
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LINERIO M-LINE
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Elegant interior design needs an appropriate setting. M-line panels with wider
slats will be a perfect background for your favourite furniture and art, and the
arrangement of the living room will form a harmonious whole.
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M-LINE

The quiet hero in the background
or the key decoration for your
interior? Linerio panels will prove
themselves in any role.
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M-LINE
CHOCOLATE

M-LINE
MOCCA

M-LINE
NATURAL
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WITH VOX YOU CAN DECORATE
THE ENTIRE INTERIOR
M-LINE CHOCOLATE PANEL

WALL
NCS S 7502-B

FRONT
CREATIVE
DARK OAK
FLOT SMALL VASE

FLOT MEDIUM
VASE

CREATIVE
METAL WIRE
HANDLE

CREATIVE COFFEE TABLE

BALTERIO FLOOR PANELS
MAGNITUDE TAR OAK 60580
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EVERA EV107
SKIRTING BOARD
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LINERIO L-LINE
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Use the Linerio panels to create different zones at home. A home office in
the living room or in the bedroom? Panels with the widest slats installed
behind the desk will visually separate the work area from the rest of the
room and add a cosy touch to your corner.
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L-LINE

An elegant living room, a cosy
bedroom, or a practical hallway?
Select the right colour and type
of Linerio panels to suit the effect
you want to achieve in your interior.
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L-LINE
CHOCOLATE

L-LINE
MOCCA

L-LINE
NATURAL
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WITH VOX YOU CAN DECORATE
THE ENTIRE INTERIOR
L-LINE NATURAL PANEL

SOMO
TABLE LAMP

MUFF
BLANKED

WALL
NCS S 2500- N

CREATIVE
WHITE
FRONT

CREATIVE BED

CREATIVE
METAL KNOB

SKANDINAVIEN SOLID BOARD WOODEN
FLOOR, KATEGATT OAK
EVERA EV701
SKIRTING BOARD
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PANEL FEATURES
EASY INSTALLATION
The installation of Linerio panels is
quick and easy. They are mounted
with glue and can be easily cut
to the desired size using a saw or
jigsaw.

LOW WEIGHT
Linerio panels are made of
polystyrene. This makes them
light, which means that the
transport and mounting of the
product are very easy.

IMPROVE SOUNDPROOFING
Thanks to the material they are
made of and their spatial structure,
the panels soundproof the interior
and eliminate reverberation and
echo in large rooms.

EASY TO KEEP CLEAN
To clean the panels, use a damp
cloth with a mild detergent.

RECYCLABLE
Linerio panels are made of
fully recyclable material.
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PRACTICAL MATERIAL

STEP 3

Linerio panels owe their unique properties to the material from
which they are made. To manufacture the panels, we use polystyrene
covered with a print made by hot-stamping. Polystyrene is a modern
material that is 100% recyclable. It is lightweight, durable, and easy
to clean. This means that Linerio can be installed even in more
demanding areas, such as the hallway, work area, or the kitchen.

STEP 4

90°

Always lay the panels starting
from the left and then moving
right and starting from the
bottom, moving up.

EASY INSTALLATION
Remarkable effect with little effort? With Linerio panels, it is possible.
Installation is easy and intuitive, just follow a few simple steps to enjoy
a beautiful wall.

Remember to connect the
panels carefully in the outer
corner. All you have to do is slot
them in one another
at 90 degrees.

90°

STEP 1

STEP 2

FINISHING TRIMS

90°

Panels can be mounted
vertically, horizontally, and
diagonally. If you want to trim
them, use a handsaw, jigsaw, or
table saw.
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Apply VOX adhesive on the back
of the panel in the shape of the
letter „S”, then attach the panel
to the wall.

To finish the wall, use the system trims, which, like panels, are mounted
with adhesive. For each of the panel types, you can choose the right
and left trims, while the universal trim will allow you to finish the top
and bottom of the wall.
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PANEL DIMENSIONS

Every detail is important in interior design, which is why we offer
finishing trims in the colours of Linerio panels. Elegant panelling
in the hallway, an openwork wall in the bedroom, or maybe a slatted
wall and ceiling? Decide for yourself, and the finishing trims in Natural,
Mocca, and Chocolate will complement the arrangement.

S-LINE
LEFT TRIM

S-LINE
RIGHT TRIM

2650x28x12

2650x35x12

M-LINE
LEFT TRIM

M-LINE
RIGHT TRIM

2650x42x12

2650x26x12

L-LINE
LEFT TRIM

L-LINE
RIGHT TRIM

2650x61x21

2650x32x21

2650

122
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LINERIO L-LINE

12

122

2650

2650

122

LINERIO M-LINE
12

LINERIO S-LINE

FINISHING TRIMS

UNIVERSAL TRIM U
2650x25x12
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R-TRIM 2650x26x12
R-TRIM 2650x32x21

L-TRIM 2650x61x21
L-TRIM 2650x61x21

L-TRIM 2650x42x12
2650x122x21

R-TRIM 2650x26x12

LINERIO L-LINE

2650x122x12

L-TRIM 2650x42x12

LINERIO M-LINE

L-TRIM 2650x61x21

2650x122x21

R-TRIM 2650x35x12

LINERIO L-LINE

2650x122x12

L-TRIM 2650x28x12

LINERIO M-LINE

2650x122x12

MOCCA
CHOCOLATE
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L-TRIM 2650x42x12

NATURAL
LINERIO S-LINE

R-TRIM 2650x32x21

2650x122x21

R-TRIM 2650x26x12

LINERIO L-LINE

2650x122x12

R-TRIM 2650x35x12

LINERIO M-LINE

2650x122x12

L-TRIM 2650x28x12

LINERIO S-LINE

R-TRIM 2650x32x21

LIST OF PANELS

The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the colours, dimensions, and functions of the presented products. This catalogue is published for reference purposes only. The catalogue
presents sample designs from the product range. Some of the items presented in the layout photos are only used as decoration and are not for sale. Copying and distribution of any materials
contained in the catalogue without the written consent of the publisher is prohibited. The colours in the catalogue may differ from reality. All data contained in the catalogue are valid
in the month of printing – November 2020.
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